Understanding politics is challenging because the politics take the influence from everything. Even we limit ourselves to the political context in the legislative processes; we need a better understanding of latent factors, such as legislators, bills, their ideal points, and their relations. From the modeling perspective, this is difficult 1) because these observations lie in a high dimension that requires learning on low dimensional representations, and 2) because these observations require complex probabilistic modeling with latent variables to reflect the causalities. This paper presents a new model to reflect and understand this political setting, NIPEN, including factors mentioned above in the legislation. We propose two versions of NIPEN: one is a hybrid model of deep learning and probabilistic graphical model, and the other model is a neural tensor model. Our result indicates that NIPEN successfully learns the manifold of the legislative bill texts, and NIPEN utilizes the learned low-dimensional latent variables to increase the prediction performance of legislators' votings. Additionally, by virtue of being a domain-rich probabilistic model, NIPEN shows the hidden strength of the legislators' trust network and their various characteristics on casting votes.
Introduction
Recent developments in machine learning have enabled a deeper understanding of human behavior in diverse contexts. These advances include divulging intentions and sentiments in dialogs (Bertero et al. 2016) ; predicting purchases from online markets (Chong et al. 2017) ; recommending movies to friends (Shah, Rao, and Ding 2017) ; and discovering social network links between individuals (Guo, Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2015) . The recent machine learning models provide the contexts of these behaviors, which have been regarded as the latent aspects of human behavior.
One latent modeling of human behavior can be a form of complex Bayesian probabilistic models, a.k.a. probabilistic graphical model (PGM). The modelers used graphical notations, embedding the probabilistic variables and their causalities, to represent the key factors and their relations. For instance, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) models the generative process of documents, i.e. the composition of topics at Copyright c 2018, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
large, a main topic of documents, and a word selection when describing a topic (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) .
Another effort in modeling the latent variable is improving the quality of the latent representation of the data. While the above probabilistic models focused on the contextual modeling, the latent variables reside in a high dimensional and nonlinear space, so the learning of the latent variables have been limited. For example, the stacked de-noising autoencoder (SDAE) (Vincent et al. 2010 ) learns this manifold space through encoding the noised inputs into the low dimensional latent representations; and reconstructing the original inputs with the latent representations with neural network layers. Further advances have made through casting this autoencoding mechanism to the variational inference approaches, and a variational autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling 2014) optimizes the variational distribution of the latent representations with neural networks.
Supported by the two research advances, one distinct research direction has been merging the latent representation learning and the probabilistic graphical model on human behavior. Collaborative deep learning (CDL) (Wang, Wang, and Yeung 2015) is one example merging SDAE with a probabilistic model of matrix factorization that often used to explain and predict the human behavior of recommendations. Whereas CDL gives a clear passway on how we can further develop various models of human behavior with support from the deep learning, different application domains require different latent modeling, so the model structure needs to be further customized and expanded. This paper introduces Neural Ideal Point Estimation Network (NIPEN) which models the generative process of political voting by estimating ideal points in diverse legislative aspects with learning the low dimensional representations from neural networks. Specifically, we propose two versions of NIPEN. The first version, NIPEN-PGM is a hybrid model by representing the contextual causalities as a PGM, and by learning the low dimensional representations with multi-layered perceptron (MLP) autoencoders, i.e. SDAE and VAE. The second version, NIPEN-Tensor, is a neural tensor model that substitutes the PGM part with the neural tensor model. NIPEN-Tensor could be viewed as a generalized version of NIPEN-PGM. NIPEN-Tensor models the legislative voting with the tensor composition and the nonlinear operations between diverse legislative factors Figure 1 : The summarized procedure of NIPEN. NIPEN predicts the votes with the combination of contents and network analyses. We can interpret not only an individual legislator's ideal points but also trust networks between legislators while NIPEN-PGM assumes the marginalization and the linearized operation in the same modeling part.
Second, NIPEN is the most comprehensive model in the latent modeling of the political domain. Assuming that we model a voting process of legislators, NIPEN is the first model of unifying 1) the voting behavior, 2) the network influence between congressmen, 3) the political ideal point of bills and congressmen, 4) the textual topic of bills, and 5) the relative strength of network influence and ideal points when casting a vote. Some of these latent variables have been seen in other models, (Gerrish and Blei 2012; Gu et al. 2014; Chaney, Blei, and Eliassi-Rad 2015) , but not as the unified model to depict a whole political picture. Since diverse factors, such as the contents of the bill and the human relations, greatly influence the voting (Cohen and Malloy 2014) , an effective modeling of the legislative voting requires an integrated model, such as NIPEN. We show that NIPEN recorded significant performance improvements in all metrics compared to existing models. We also show various qualitative analyses that can only obtained via this comprehensive model. The entire procedures and analyses of NIPEN is summarized by Figure 1 .
Previous Research Modeling Political Network and Ideal Points
Network analyses and ideal point estimation have been widely studied in computer science and quantitative political science for its importance. In the line of political network analyses, most studies analyzed co-sponsorship data (Faust and Skvoretz 2002; Fowler 2006) . Faust and Skvoretz (2002) clarified the topological structures in the network of the U.S. Senate (1973 Senate ( -1974 , and they found that the network among U.S. Senator in 93rd Congress is O-star, Istar and Trans structure (Faust and Skvoretz 2002) . Fowler (2006) inferred the relationship in U.S. Congress (1973 Congress ( -2004 by measuring the centrality to find the most central legislators (Fowler 2006) . In the community of ideal point estimation, Poole and Rosenthal (1985) proposed a nonlinear logit model to account for political choices of legislators (Poole and Rosenthal 1985) . However, it was a onedimensional estimation, and the analysis could not identify what the ideal dimension stands for. To overcome the limitation, Clinton et al. (2004) proposed a multi-dimensional ideal point estimation model, but these models still remained at the simple logit model extensions (Heckman and Snyder Jr 1996; Clinton, Jackman, and Rivers 2004) .
With the advance of topic modeling, multi-dimensional ideal point models were developed, and these models provide more accurate interpretations on the ideal points. Gerrish and Blei (2012) proposed an issue-adjusted model (Gerrish and Blei 2012) with the labeled LDA (Ramage et al. 2009), and Yupeng et al. (2014) proposed a topic-factorized ideal point model (TFIPM) (Gu et al. 2014 ) with probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) (Hofmann 1999) to estimate the ideal points of legislators based on roll-call data. Further extensions of TFIPM have made through including available domain data. For instance, Islam et al. (2016) proposed SCIPM by including co-sponsorship networks between judges in the supreme court (Islam et al. 2016) . These works have remained in the extension of the probabilistic graphical model without the innovation from the deep learning community, which our work extends 1) the probabilistic graphical model with variational autoencoders and 2) the neural tensor model for the causality modeling of the legislative voting.
Collaborative Filtering and Deep Learning
Collaborative Filtering is a recommendation algorithm that considers the relationship between users and items (Koren, Bell, and Volinsky 2009) . One of representative approach is a matrix factorization which factorizes the rating matrix as user latent and item latent factors.Recently, the deep learning has initiated two theoretic developments. First, the matrix factorization itself is a low-dimensional representation method because of its latent vector learning, so does the autoencoding in the deep learning. For example, Sedhain et al. (2015) proposed Autorec (Sedhain et al. 2015) , a basic autoencoder based CF algorithm, and Autorec outperforms other state-of-the-art MF algorithms like LLORMA (Lee et al. 2013) . expand Autorec by concatenating a user latent variable to the rating input information in the encoder part of Autorec . Li et al. (2015) adopted two autoencoders corresponding to users and items (Li, Kawale, and Fu 2015) , and they showed the interaction mechanism between the two autoencoders by using the marginalized SDAE (Chen et al. 2012) . Second, the matrix factorization is related to the low-dimensional feature representation by adding the representation of the model as the distilled version of the side information. For instance, Wang et al. (2015) proposed a collaborative deep learning (CDL) which combines SDAE with MF (Wang, Wang, and Yeung 2015) . Furthermore, Ying (2016) proposed a model of collaborative deep ranking which combines ranking with algorithm and SDAE (Ying et al. 2016) . Wang et al. (2017) proposed the relational deep learning with SDAE to link prediction between items (Wang, Shi, and Yeung 2017) .
Method
This section introduce the detailed descriptions of NIPEN-PGM and NIPEN-Tensor in turn. Appendix A formulates the assumptions and the research questions, and Appendix C enumerates all symbols in this study.
NIPEN with Probabilistic Graphical Model and Autoencoders
Figure 2 describes the model structure of NIPEN-PGM. We start the detailed description from the bill low dimension modeling part, which is the bill plate with the d ∈ D subscript. We apply either VAE or SDAE to learn the low dimensional representation, or topic, of z dk 1 with the observed bill text w dv . z dk can be extracted through the probabilistic encoder, q φ with parameter φ and decoder, p θ with parameter θ which is further described in Appendix B. The topic representation of bills has two components: the bill latent y dk and the latent offset ξ dk , and we model the combination of the two component as the below.
y ) Since the bill itself and the bill text may have two different latent variables, ξ dk becomes the offset between the bill latent variable and the bill text latent variable, or topic.
From the defined bill latent y dk , we model how the bill latent generates the voting observation r ud . Here, u ∈ U is the dimension of the legislators. We assumed that a legislator cast votes considering three latent factors: the bill latent y dk , the bill ideal point a dk , and the legislators' ideal point
u ) Now, we define NIPEN-PGM without the network factor. This voting procedure is modeled as Eq. (1) where η d is a bias value of a legislative bill, and σ is a sigmoid function. Eq. (1) is designed to increase the probability of voting YEA when the ideal points of the bill and the legislator have the same sign; and when an ideal-aligned dimension of the bill latent variable is high. Additionally, η d indicates whether the bill is more broadly accepted or not, regardless of ideal points.
1 d, u, and k mean each document, legislator, topic respectively. Small subscripts indicate the row and column index in order. Finally, we add the network component to NIPEN-PGM. The interest of a particular legislative group could be an important factor in the voting process. Following this implication, we modeled the network between two legislators as below. Before the network modeling, we limited the network influence between the legislators sharing the same term, and this neighbor set, I u , is defined as a neighborhood of legislator, u.
The legislator u's voting is affected by two terms. The first term is the ideal alignment modeled in Eq. (1). The second term is the voting record of the neighbor legislator, r u d , and the second term is also weighted by the network strength, τ uu , between the two legislators. Since this is a linear summation, τ uu will model the degree of voting agreement between two legislators. These two terms are unified with scaling parameters α u and β u . The purpose of modeling α u and β u is analyzing whether a certain legislator is influenced more either from the bill or from the network in casting votes.
Eq. 2 is the overall voting formulation of NIPEN-PGM.
NIPEN with Neural Tensor Model
Existing models, including NIPEN-PGM, do not directly model the relationships between the topics, which means that there is no cross-operiation between the dimension of K. Some cases, i.e. correlated topic model (Lafferty and Blei 2006) , model the correlation between topics via the logistic normal distribution, but this is not an operation modeling of topic influences, rather the variable modeling of topic covariance. The recent introduction of neural tensor models (Socher et al. 2013) enable the cross-operations between the latent topic dimension. This topic cross-operation can model the legislator's ideal point non-linear influences when two topics are combined within a bill. Here, we propose NIPENTensor to incorporate the cross-topic influence in casting a vote, which could not be modeled in NIPEN-PGM. NIPENTensor and NIPEN-PGM are similar in the parts of document and influence network modeling. The only different part is the voting decision modeled as Eq. 2 which multiplies the factors per a topic and marginalizes. NIPEN-Tensor considers that the multiplication per a topic should be changed to consider the nonlinear effect from the topic set, not a single topic. Therefore, we represent the previous topic-wise multiplcaiton of y dk a dk x uk as a tensor E, and this tensor still treats the topic dimension to be independent. Then, we apply a fully-connected layer to cross-operate the topic dimension of E, and the neural network has C that is the output of the cross-operation. The overall structure and formulation for the NIPEN-Tensor are shown in Figure 3 and Eq. 3, respectively. T2) are weights and biases applied to E udk , E udl tensor. In particular, W (T1) ∈ R K×K models the correlation between topics, and W (T2) ∈ R K×1 models the influence of each topic on the voting. Since the signs of x uk , y dk , and a dk are important, we use tanh instead of ReLU (Rectified linear unit) to transform the outputs nonlinearly.
Parameter Inference of NIPEN
The parameters of both NIPENs are enumerated in the previous section, and we learn the parameters in two folds: learning the autoencoder to represent the bill topic and the CF, alternatively. The first set of parameters related to autoencoders is ψ (1) = (θ, φ); and the second set of parameters related with the legislative-CF is
The overall inference algorithm of both NIPENs follows the maximization of variational evidence lower bound with two assumptions. Following CDL, the first assumption is connecting the autoencoder and CF through ξ, and the strength is controlled by the variance of ξ, which is λ y . When learning ψ
(1) , we apply the stochastic gradient variational Bayes (SGVB) estimator.
Second, we assumed that the variational distribution of ψ (2) as a point mass for simplicity, so the parameters of the variational distribution are updated by each casted vote
Neural network view of NIPEN-Tensor. The contents part is connected with the blue line (with content scaling parameter α u ), and the network part is connected with the purple line (with the network scaling parameter β u ).
record, which is traditional Bayesian belief updates. Specifically, the likelihood of the posterior is presented as the lower bound in the below. Then, the lower bound, which has realized values of q φ (z|w), p θ (z) and an observed input, has only ψ (2) , so the gradient method can find the maximum aposteriori, or MAP, of ψ (2) . As a summary, the objective function of both NIPENs is specified as follows:
2 ) Similar to (Wang and Blei 2011; Wang, Wang, and Yeung 2015) , the parameters related with the autoencoder and the legislative-CF are infered by coordinate ascents which maximizes L N IP EN . For legislative-CF related parameters ψ (2) , we take the gradient of L N IP EN w.r.t each parameters given the current θ and φ. Given the legislative-CF related parameters ψ (2) , we infer the autoencoder related parameters by computing ∇ ψ (1) L N IP EN . We utilized the Tensorflow library (Abadi et al. 2016) to optimize the parameters.
NIPEN-PGM and NIPEN-Tensor are only different in the vote casting process, and the related term in the objective function is the third and the fourth terms with log p(r ud = 1). These terms could be computed as the conventional gradient descent in two variants of NIPEN, so there is no change in the learning mechanism.
In the original definition, the network, τ , is a |U |-by-|U | matrix, and the number of parameters becomes large given O(U 2 ). To reduce the squared complexity, τ is approximated by the product of τ 1 and τ 2 where τ 1 ∈ R U ×G , τ 2 ∈ R G×U . We assume that τ 1 and τ 2 are not related. G can be interpreted as the number of groups containing the legislators. This approximation results in O(GU ) for the network parameter inference. 
Results

Datasets on Political Ideal Points
We used two roll-call datasets, whose source is explained in Appendix D. Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics of the two datasets: Politic2013 and Politic2016. Politic2013 limits the number of a unique word to 10,000, and there are 65 bills which have less than ten words, while Politic2016 chooses 13,581 unique words, and there are no bills with less than ten words. Politic2013 is a more sparse dataset than Politic2016 in the ratings and the vocabulary sizes.
Baselines and Implementation Details
The variations of NIPEN were compared to five baseline models as follows:
• TFIPM: Topic Factorized Ideal Point estimation Model (Gu et al. 2014) is specialized in politics to analyze the roll-call data.
• Autorec: A simple autoencoder model which is utilized to predict the ratings. Autorec (Sedhain et al. 2015) encodes and reconstructs the rating matrix. We used Item-based Autorec.
• Trust SVD: Trust SVD (Guo, Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2015) , a type of trust-based matrix factorizations, is built on SVD++ with trust information.
• CDAE: Collaborative Denoising Autoencoder ) used a denoising autoencoder with user latent variables.
• CDL: Collaborative Deep Learning (Wang, Wang, and Yeung 2015) used the deep learning and the CF, jointly. CDL improves performance by using document information additionally, and CDL uses SDAE to learn document manifold. Appendix E provides detailed specifications for replications of this work, and Appendix F illustrates the sensitivity analysis of λ y and λ τ .
Quantitative Evaluations
We performed the five-fold cross-validation to quantitatively evaluate the variations of NIPENs, and the performance measures are RMSE, MAE, accuracy, and negative average log-likelihood (NALL) measures. We compared nine models: five baseline models in section 4.2, and four NIPEN variations, which are NIPEN-PGM(SDAE), NIPEN-PGM(VAE,approx.), NIPEN-PGM(VAE), and NIPENTensor. NIPEN-PGM has three variants by choosing either SDAE or VAE as the autoencoder for the text modeling, and by choosing either using the whole matrix for the influence or the low-rank approximated matrix of the influence. Table 2 statistically confirms that the best performance model in every metric is always a variation of NIPEN, which is confirmed with statistical significance. In detail, first, we compare NIPEN-PGM(VAE) and NIPEN-PGM(SDAE), and their performance gap is larger in Politic2013 than in Politic2016 which is a relatively sparse setting as shown in Table 1 . We conjecture that NIPEN-PGM(VAE) is better in handling the sparse dataset than NIPEN-PGM(SDAE). Second, NIPEN-Tensor is a model that considers the correlation between topics, and NIPEN-Tensor may have a better performance when a bill text has multiple topics with complex and rich textual information. As discussed in Section Datasets on Political Ideal Points, Politic2016 has richer textual information than Politic2013, and we conjecture that this is the reason why NIPEN-PGM(VAE) in Politic2013 and NIPEN-Tensor in Politic2016 show better performances. Third, while the accuracy improvement is relatively small, the improvements on other metrics, particularly RMSE and MAE, are relatively large. Already, the baseline models achieve the accuracy higher than 95%, so the accuracy improvement could seem minimal. However, our likelihood estimation of YEA and NAY is considerably improved given the RMSE and the MAE improvement.
Qualitative Evaluations
In addition to the quantitative results, we interpret the latent variables of NIPEN-PGM(VAE) on Politic2016. First, to comprehend the dataset and the qualitative results, we computed the word-topic matrix from well-learned VAE variables, ψ 1 , as shown in Table 3 . This table provides a snapshot of topics in the bills. Then, we relate this topic to the bill ideal points, a dk . The latent dimension, k, becomes the common dimension of an ideal point value and a topic weight for each topic in the bill. Figure 5 shows an example of the topic weight as the bar chart and the ideal point value as the line chart. The illustrated bill, or H.Res.794 (114th), has the largest absolute value, |a dk z dk | in a 'Business and Finance' topic where z dk denotes the normalized z dk . This bill ideal point is correlated with the legislator ideal point, x uk , to generate the vote records. Here, the dimension, k, is the same latent dimension of the topic in Table  3 , and we provide the scatter plot of the legislators' ideal points per topic in the Figure 4 . The prior mentioned bill (H.Res.794 (114th)) considers the appropriations for financial services and general government, and the major topic is Business and Finance, and the bill ideal point in Business and Finance is -1.217. Together, the vote casting will be determined by the legislators' view on Business and Finance, and this topic shows the greatest disagreement between the Republicans and the Democrats according to the Figure 4 . In the real world, the voting results were same as expected: 1) the voting was very partisan, 92.2% Republican voted YEA B u s in e s s a n d F in a n c e D is a s t e r s M a n a g e m e n t I n t e r n a t io n a l R e la t io n s h ip R a c is m D e f e n s e A g r ic u lt u r e S o c ia l W e lf a r e H e a lt h F o r e ig n I n t e r n a t io n a l T r The second qualitative interpretation focuses on the legislators' network. We selected 12 legislators who have either strongly positive or negative relationships with each other, shown in the Figure 6 . In general, the legislators have a strong positive relationship when they have the same district and the party. Among the top-five positive relationships, four of them have the same party and the same district, i.e. 'Thomas E. Petri↔Jim Sensenbrenner', 'Nick J. Rahall II→Robert E. Wise', and 'Nick J. Rahall II→Alan B. Mollohan' 2 . The closest relations are 'Thomas E. Petri' and 'Jim Sensenbrenner'. They were both republican representatives from Wisconsin, and they share similar voting patterns. They have voted 6,288 times for the same bill, and the 5,764 votes were same (91.6%). Especially, they voted NAY for H.R.730 (111th) which is a "suspension of the rules", and 397 legislators votes YEA. For H.R.6063 (110th), 'Thomas E. Petri' and 'Jim Sensenbrenner' voted NAY together while 94.4% legislators voted YEA. We report further analyses in Appendix G.
The third qualitative analysis concentrates on the inter- Table 4 : Top-five legislators who are affected by contents or network factors a lot. The scaling variable (α u for contents based, and β u for network based), political party, and district of the member are indicated in parentheses. action between the contents and the network parts. We used two scaling variables α u and β u , which controls the strengths of contents factor and network factor, respectively. Table 4 shows the top-five legislators who were affected by either contents or network factors. Since the variations of NIPEN is an integrated model of network modeling as well as the textual bill modeling, the NIPENs should better perform than the baseline models, i.e. CDL, which only models the texts, and Figure 7 confirms this hypothesis. 
Contents based
Conclusion
We proposed two versions of machine learning models, NIPEN-PGM and NIPEN-Tensor, to analyze the ideaology in the legislation process. The variations of NIPEN show the state-of-the-art performance in all measures on Politic2013 and Politic2016. Furthermore, NIPEN provides various interpretations in why YEA or NAY is casted by illustrating 1) the ideal point estimation of individual legislators and bills; 2) the trust network between legislators; and 3) the content and network influence for each legislator. These supervised and unsupervised tasks could be critical insights into quantitatively understanding politics in the legislative process.
Appendix B. Document Modeling Autoencoders
Appendix B.1. Variational Autoencoder (VAE)
NIPEN extracts the topics of the legislative bills with VAE (Kingma and Welling 2014) which is a type of deep generative model. VAE learns the disentangled and low-dimensional representation of high dimensional data through the probabilistic encoding, or q φ (z|w); and the probabilistic decoding, or p θ (w|z). Therefore, the original objective function of VAE is composed of the linear sum of corresponding two terms. The first term originating from the encoding is the KL divergence between the probabilistic encoding and the prior for latent variable, or p θ (z); and this term enforces the regularization. The second term is the expectation on the negative reconstruction error, and this term is related to the decoding part. By putting both terms together, the objective function follows as Eq. (4).
Given the high variance over φ, a direct optimization of Eq. (4) is not efficient. Hence, Kingma and Welling (2014) suggested the re-parametrization trick as follows: 1) Draw l ∼ N (0, I), and 2) Optimize the mean and standard deviation of q φ (z|w), and 3) Compute z l = µ(w) + σ(w) l . From the trick, the objective function of VAE is turned into Eq. (5) where L is the number of samples.
Appendix B.2. Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (SDAE)
NIPEN-PGM(SDAE) extracts the topics of the legislative bills with SDAE (Vincent et al. 2010) . SDAE learns the disentangled latent feature through the encoding and decoding with bottleneck and corrupted input. SDAE use the corrupted input w c instead of the original input w to force the relationship learning. The SDAE is optimized for the purpose of reconstructing the w resulting from the encoding process(f e ) through the encoder weight (W (e) ) and the decodingf d result through the decoder weight (W (d) ). The objective function follws as Eq. (6) 
Appendix C. Notations Table 5 summarizes all symbols used in this study.
Appendix D. Dataset Descriptions
The first dataset is Politic2013, and it was collected from THOMAS 3 , and (Gu et al. 2014) . For an additional experiment, and for more up-to-date analyses, we collected a new roll-call dataset, Politic2016 from GovTrack Trust network between legislator u and u τ 1 , τ 2 Approximated matrix of τ uu ξ Latent offset between z dk and y dk Random noise vector drawn from
The tensor combined with x uk , y dk , a dk
Neural tensor network parameter
.GovTrack provides raw roll-call data, so we processed the expanded part of Politic2016, manually. For the research community, we released the code and dataset on https://github.com/gtshs2/NIPEN
Appendix E. Experiment Settings
For TFIPM, we followed the optimal parameters that the author reported. We set the latent dimension(K), the trade-off weight, and the regularization weight as 10, 0.8, and 22.4, respectively. The latent dimension of CDL and NIPENs was set to ten, equally. For Autorec, the optimal number of the latent dimension and the regularization parameter are 100 and 0.001, respectively. Trust SVD shows the best performance when the weights of CF and trust part are 1,000 and 0.001, respectively, while K is set to 10. For CDAE, we set the regularization weight, the corruption ratio, and the number of latent dimension as 0.001, 0.4, and 50, respectively; and the encoder and the decoder activation functions are sigmoid. For CDL, we find that the optimal parameters of λ u ,λ v ,λ w ,λ n , the dropout rate and the activation functions are 0.01, 100, 1, 100, 0.1 and the sigmoid function, respectively. The neural network structure of Autorec, CDAE, CDL, NIPENs are set to [512,128,K,128,512] , equally. Finally, we set the parameters of NIPENs such as λ f = 10, λ y = 10, λ u = 0.1, λ τ = 1, λ α = 1, λ n = 1000 G = 3, and we performed grid searches to find the optimized parameters of NIPENs. Finally, NIPEN-Tensor has the two-layered tensor E in the topic axis.
Appendix F. Hyperparameter Study
This quantitative improvement requires a well-tuned hyperparameter setting, illustrated in Figure 8 . L N IP EN enumerates multiple hyperparameters, and we found that λ y and λ τ are the most important parameters to decide. λ y specifies the causality strength from the bill text latent in VAE to the bill latent in the legislative CF. The low value of λ y will separate VAE and CF, but its high value will disrupt the manifold learning of VAE. Moreover, λ τ specifies the regularization strength from the legislators' network influence to the voting. The small value of λ τ will overfit the network influence, and its large value will limit the learning of network influence model in CF. Especially, Jimmy Duncan is the House's longest-serving Republicans.). We compared and contrasted the network structure of Republicans and Democrats. As shown in Table 6 , the network influence among the total members is greater in the Democratic Party given its mean value of |τ uu |. However, the Republican party has the higher number of influential legislators when we limit the network influence with thresholds, i.e. when we limit |τ uu | > 0.05 or |τ uu | > 0.1 in Table 6 . This suggests that the Democrats have averagely higher and more equal influences between the members while the Republicans have a number of authorative influencers among the members. two legislators exceeds the threshold, the relationship is expressed as a green solid line. If the network influence, τ uu , is less than the threshold, the relationship is noted as a purple dotted line.
The United States has a two-party system. In order to analyze this reality effectively, contents scaling parameter and network scaling parameter are analyzed by each party. Comparing the mean value of |α u | and |β u | in the Table 7 , we can see that both parties are generally voting rather than networks, concentrating on their own politics and the contents of the bill itself. To compare two political parties relative to each other based on Average Ranking@100 in Table 7 , the Republican Party generally relies on the network, and the Democratic Party on contents, when they are voting. If we associate this conclusion with Table 6 , we can explain that a Democratic have more influence in the network within the party. However, the proportion of people who are dependent on the network (including network from their own party and opposing party) is relatively high in the Republican Party. According to the opinion of the reviewers who advised on the analysis of α u and β u , the distribution of |α u | and |β u | is shown in Figure 10 , and the value of |α u |/|β u | over time is shown in Figure 11 . According to Figure 10 , we can infer that the majority of legislators are voting focusing on Figure 11 : Graphical model representation of NIPEN-PGM contents rather than network effect. However, since the the number of element that |β u | > 0.2 is larger than the number of |α u | > 0.2, we can infer that small number of legislators are highly dependent on network effect. In addition, Figure  11 shows the change in a |α u /β u | over time, and we can infer that the influence of contents over networks has become more important in recent years.
